Kansas Acting Head Coach Norm Roberts:

*Opening statement...*

"Give them a lot of credit. They played really well, shot the ball well, made some big shots and executed what they wanted to do. We didn’t do a very good job of pressuring and not letting them be comfortable. You can’t let guys be comfortable, especially in Allen Fieldhouse. This one probably goes to the fans who stuck with us and gave us a lot of energy there at the end."

Southern Utah Head Coach Todd Simon:

*Opening Statement...*

"It all came down to that last rebound. We were just a little short. Overall, the guys played fantastically. They battled their hearts out. This is a place that Kansas doesn’t lose at, and we made it a great game until the end. It was a tribute to our culture more than anything. Our guys stuck with it tonight."

*On takeaways from the game...*

"It was about making a statement that we’re a program who can compete with the highest levels. We feel like this will translate to league play and when it becomes tournament time."